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2019-09-09 CVC Meeting Minutes
Attendance

Lincoln Lavoie
Rabi Abdel
Bryan Whittle
Trevor Lovett
Susan Mangini
Shiby Parayil
Steven Wright

Agenda

Task report
Minutes
Hacking Track Status
TOSCA VNF Validation Status
HEAT VNF Validation Status
ONAP SDC Updates to Support OVP program
OVP Release Planning
Any other business

Outstanding Action Items

Task report

Looking good, no incomplete tasks.

Minutes

Hacking Track Status

LFN Developer and Testing Forum Jan 2020 OVP VNF Hacking Track
Next meeting is Friday, September 13, 11:30am EDT: meet.google.com/zwj-jznp-noi
Will ask the group collect meeting minutes, etc.

TOSCA VNF Validation Status

Progress requirements work into VNFRQTS project, Jira tickets are created / assigned.
Looks to be be on track to be included in El Alto release.
Demo during ONS (September 23-25).
Still need to confirm status of items that will NOT be included in teh El Alto release, and if those will impact the implementation of the VNF 
Validation Program.

HEAT VNF Validation Status

Code reviews are currently in progress for contributions to other projects (i.e. integration, etc.).
Looks to be be on track to be included in El Alto release.

ONAP SDC Updates to Support OVP program

Susan Mangini and Brian Whittle presented a vision on how SDC could be augmented to support the OVP programs for VNFs.
This is would be ongoing work into the Frankfurt ONAP release
Right now, work proposes changes to SDC, but additional work may be required as testing evolves to run-time testing (i.e. validation or life-
cycle).
Queries to a global certification registry would require a unique ID  for each VSP (VNF / version / etc.), and this will require an entity to 
manage these IDs (i.e. LFN or similar).

CVC would need to request these resources from the LFN.
Ideally, the proposal would like to stay aligned with the OVP programs and requirements.
Bryan will attach the slides to these minutes and send an email out to the CVC list to summarize the proposal and get feedback from a wide 
audience.  We will revisit this topic at a future meeting.

OVP Release Planning

Tabled until next meeting.
Also need to finalize the target date for the OVP release (November or December).

Lincoln Lavoie to create a release tracking table (i.e. items needed for release and their status).

Any other business
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